
TRAP PILATES …Everything is Love "The Carters" June 2018 POP UP… Shhh I Do Trap Pilates 

DeJa- Vu   INTR0 
Beyonce & JayZ 

SUMMER   Roll Ups….( Pelvic Curl | HipLifts) (Shoulder Bridge | Leg Lifts) 

The Carters 
 

APESHIT  On Back..arms above head...lift up lifting right leg up lower slowly then lift left leg..alternating SLOWLY 
The Carters  Into (ROWING) Fingers laced together going Side to Side then arms to ceiling REPEAT 

 
 BOSS      Scissors into Circles    
The Carters       

 
713       Starting w/ Plank on hands…knee taps then lift booty & then Inhale all the way forward to your tippy toes   
  
The Carters  exhale booty toward the ceiling….then keep booty up…TWERK shake booty  
 
Drunk in Love Lit & Wasted  
Beyonce & Jayz 
 

Crazy in Love       Hands behind head...Lift Shoulders extend legs out and back into crunches then to the ceiling into 
Beyonce & JayZ  crunches  
      
BLACK EFFECT  Double Leg lifts  
The Carters    
 
FRIENDS  Plank dips 
The Carters 
 
Top Off U Dance  
Jay Z, Beyonce, Future, DJ Khalid 
 

Upgrade You  Squats....($$$MOVES) 
Beyonce & Jay-Z      Legs apart feet plie out back straight squat down and up then pulses then lift and hold then lower lift  
               heel one at a time then into frogy jumps keeping legs wide and touch floor with hands and jump back to top 

 
NICE  DJ Bow into Legs Plie out Heel Raises 
The Carters  
 

03'Bonnie & Clyde  On all 4 toes (Push Up Prep Position) into Shoulder U Dance 
Beyonce & JayZ            Repeat  
     
HEARD ABOUT US On Back then bend knees feet into mat...Hip lifts keeping booty off the mat..into doubles  
The Cartersl    then walk feet ..out out in in... (when feet are out you should be on your heels then stay 

at top and bring your feet to the outside of your mat and touch knees in/out...REPEAT 

  
LOVEHAPPY   Roll up into mini bridge hands to ceiling reach to knees lower…then extend one leg to ceiling 
reach   
The Carters         toes stretching back of leg and switch sides ….then cool down bridge 

 
Part II (On the Run)   Cool Down….Rolls 
Jay Z & Beyonce  

Tom Ford   OutTRO 
Jay Z & Beyoncej 

 


